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The Syrian conflict is not only deepen the wounds between Syrian’s but created
a new world of painful division, between family members, friends, neighbors,
political parties, international countries, religious leaders, and finally the leaders
of both sides of the Syrian conflict for creating the holocausts of the 21st century
with endless drama:
Our babies crying from the noise of guns, our elderly crying to see their kids
leave and never come back, our wife's become widows, our sky change to black
color because of the smoke of destruction, our water becomes red because its
colored with our kids blood, our streets becomes roads to hell instead of heaven,
our birds leave and never come back, but most important our hands became
bloody, and our heart stop beating because we became heartless. The history
will never erase this part of us and always will be the darkest era.
Our children will never forgive our generation for the painful memories we are
leaving in their minds; our parents will never forgive us for destroying their
history; our neighboring countries will not forgive us for the struggle to
accommodate our refugees; our God will never forgive us for forgetting our basic
Islamic roles including love no hate, tolerance no suppression, building no
destruction, listening to God messages not human leader messages and
guidance; will not forgive us for forgetting the no difference between all Muslims
Sunnis or Shiite; God will never forgive us for promoting war instead of peace,
killing our brothers Muslims, hating our brothers Shiite or Sunnis, Christian or
Kurds, Jewish or Hindus. We come to the conclusion that all of us are going to
hell. Because God never wanted to see in our world, in our Islam what is
happening?
Our leaders in both sides of the conflict will be asked if not by us by God,
Why did you allow this massacre to happen? Why you supported the killing of
innocent people? Why you destroyed our humanity? Why is a president care
about his power more than the people? Why is a king and a prince from their
palaces now suddenly care about the poor and the hunger of Syrians and use
that excuse getting to all of you? Why the politicians gave themselves the right to
decide on behalf of us the innocent people, listening to kings and presidents
instead of us, listening to enemies instead of us, and listening to evil instead of
God?
What excuses do we have to allow all of this, one side claim struggling for many
years and now time for democracy, its time to take over power and give the
people their rights, some claim its time to make Islam the ruling power in the
Arab world, some will say we need to end the Assad era. While some on the
other side claim people fighting are no human, have no rights, deserve killing,

and some claim that staying in power is their right, inheritance right, elected by
people with no vote, brought to power to protect powerless people, and then
claim that they are the defender of the Arab world against the common enemy
which became over time the people of Syria themselves are the enemies they
claim.
We want to scream and say shame on all of you, selling your humanity to evil,
selling your soles to guns, selling your integrity to kings, selling your country for
free. I feel that I want to scream and cry, hit my head against the walls and say
stop illusion, stop the lies, stop the crimes, stop the fights, stop all of the talks
and move to action because that is what we need, because no matter how much
you have reasoning, the Syrian people will never forgive any one who is putting
his head in the sands and claim inability to breath.
What is next for all of you: Are you waiting for the Americans to come to finish the
job and destroy whatever left in the country? Are you waiting for the Russians to
keep supporting the daily destruction and killing? Are you waiting for the king of
Saudi and the King of Qatar to come and take all our women to make slave
babies for the sake of Sunnis survival? Are you waiting for Iranian’s to claim the
Shiite victory? Are you waiting for never existed Arab League to become
something and to do what they will never do? Are you waiting for Turkey to
rebuild the Autumn Empire? Are you waiting for the new Muslims brother in
Egypt and Tunisia to form the new government in Syria, since at the end of the
war will leave no Syrians? Or are you inviting Israel to expand and send all of us
to hell since we do not deserve to be in our own country.
My son asked me a big question, why all of us in the Arab world and Muslims
world are like that? I look into the last few hundreds of years and I see the point, I
see all of the negatives in every dictionary we created, I find us enjoying the first
place in the lack of education, the lack of knowledge, the lack of respect to
human being, the lack of believing in Islam as a peaceful and loving religion, the
lack of leadership, where the people are nothing but toys, the lack of equality
when we treat women different from men, and finally the lack of intelligence when
we allow the killing to go on under many excuses. But the most important I
believe that we lack the common sense, living the wrong reality, and looking into
our mirror while we do not have a mirror.
Probably we have to provide that mirror to each one, to reflect into their mind and
heart the reality they have to know.
•

A mirror to go to Mr. Assad to see himself in that mirror as a double
standard individual, destroying his country to stay in power no matter who
are the enemies, the reality in his imagination that he is above it all. Look
into the mirror Mr. Assad, time to be a leader to get people together, unite
not divide, stop the killing instead of promoting it, and finally may be giving
up your power is the best signal to prove the love of the country instead of

yourself.
•

A mirror to go to the opposition leaders to see in that mirror how they are
living in the five stars hotels while refugees in camps. From distance
enjoying retaliation from a regime, which rejected them or abused them,
drinking their coffee in meetings, while the people are dying every day,
saying they will never stop the war fought by other people kids while their
kids protected somewhere else. Saying they will not stop the war until the
whole country is destroyed to clean Syria from 27 millions right or wrong
kissed Assad feet for many years, who you were one of them at one point,
allowing the regime to stay in power, you never said no, and now
switching to get paid to spit on Assad’s feet and willing to do anything for
whoever pay more. You had a good cause to start the peaceful revolution,
until suddenly you became toys in the hand of others, where they are
willing to destroy the country to achieve their goals. Look into the mirror
Mr. champions, may be you see yourselves and face the reality of what
you are doing.

•

A mirror to go to the King of Saudi and the King of Qatar, both of you
never being elected, abusing your people, giving them drops of the wealth,
your women have no rights, your people have no rights, and suddenly you
are the best democracy champions, assuming yourselves the role of God.
Look into the mirror your highness, you are not God but some one will
face God and has to explain all of what you are doing every where,
forgetting that Shiite are Muslim, and killing your brothers is a crime. I wish
you had that sense of responsibility in 1948, 1967, 1973, 1983, if you
remember what happened in those years, and many years after to
remember.

•

A mirror to go to The Americans: the democracy champ, the super power,
who is looking into other problem while not able to see their own problem,
who is demanding democracy in poor countries, but not in oil rich
countries, who did not learn from the Iraq experience, where we have now
more ethnicity and division than ever, promoting Sunnis against Shiite,
and the most important allowing the killing as long as these people are not
Americans. You created Al Qaeda in Afghanistan, so what are creating in
the Middle East now? Look into your mirror Americans; it’s time to be
honest with our selves about our goals and reality instead of living the lie
of democracy.

•

A mirror to go to the Russians: Who are suddenly awakened from a long
nap, realizing that they have to get back into their power on the expense
of the Syrians, and realizing that Syria is that important one after 40 years
of accepting all negatives and suppression in Syria, now willing to
negotiate peaceful democratic changes between government and
opposition, The problem we know the real motive, and they should look

into their own mirror to realize it themselves.
•

A mirror to go to the Iranians: Who are the whole world enemy these days,
with Syria is the only alliance. In their mind its OK for Syrian to pay the
price instead of Iranian’s for violating the world decisions. May be you
should look into your mirror Iranians and see who are your enemies; for
sure it’s not Muslim Sunnis or Shiite? You should see in your mirror the
innocent people getting killed for the reason of failing Empire.

•

A mirror to go to the Turkish; the unknown player, the one who is planning
the new Empire, taking advantage of the Arab invitation to be a good
partner and guest, now became unwelcome because they decided to
destroy every one else to survive the Empire. Look into your mirror, and
see that in history no Empire survived based on destruction and injustice.

•

A mirror to go to the Arab league: the non existing institution, the one
never agreed on any decision, the one always say but not do, the one
suddenly become active, defending democracy never knew, and
becoming the new leader in the Arab spring, while getting paid by
countries to be their dummies and puppies, to say and do what they want
them to say and do. Look into your mirror, may be your conscious will
wake up and become something for good thing instead of directing the
festival of jokes.

I see all sides point of view, but I do not see in it any logic, I cant find any
explanations for all of what is happening, the problem that all the parties involved
have no mirrors, its prohibited in their countries and palaces, because they do
not want to see themselves, they do not want to face the reality of what they are
doing. I wish we can buy those mirrors and send them to all involved parties to
see themselves, with a video to reflect into those mirrors what they have done
and caused in the last few years, caused destructions, tears, killing, refugees,
may be they will remember its time to stop. May be their conscious will bring
back a clear mirrors with no shadows, no broken pieces, to reflect a better future,
tolerance, love, and peace.
I call on all of the Syrians, government and opposition, I call on all the Arabs
Sunnis and Shiites, I call on all of the Western and Eastern Europe, I call on the
Americans and Russians, I call on all our kids and elderly, women and men,
black and white, and I call on every human being believing in humanity, believing
in God, that its time to wake up, time to be civil, time to think about tomorrow not
yesterday, think about our kids not ourselves, think about peace not war, think
about negotiation not rejection, and think about love but not hate.
	
  

